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Launch Day 14th September
Number of launches: 20
What a fantastic day for launching!
No wind meant that all rockets were recovered close to the pads.
Rhys launched his “Kookaburra” rockets on single motors before a fabulous
final launch with a cluster of a central D12 and 4xC6-3 motors, recording an
altitude of 940 feet.
Spencer launched his “Bluey” on an E20 motor for a great flight to a similar
altitude.
Tim ended up with his “Blackstar Voyager” again requiring repair before its
next launch (he’s becoming quite proficient at repairing this rocket!) – a
perfect ascent on a F24 motor, but an overly enthusiastic ejection resulted in
a separation and a cracked fin on landing.
George was experimenting with multiple launches of his water rockets with
short delays between each. The video footage should be fascinating.

Launch Day 27th September
Number of launches: 38
Ideal conditions today for the altitude duration contest. A light breeze
from the south-west ensured that all rockets landed close by, and well
away from the trees – except for Spencer’s (of course!) “Condor”. He
made up for this with his very next launch, a perfect flight and recovery
of his “Quad Runner” on a cluster of 4xC6-5 motors. Josh also flew his
“Quad Runner” on 2xC6-3 motors.
David H flew his “Danger Saucer” on a F15, a 29mm black powder
motor that has only recently been offered by Estes – an impressive
motor with a long burn time.
Matthew’s “Flying Sandpaper” (actually a “Lil Nuke” kit from LOC
Precision) may not have had the prettiest finish, but there was nothing
wrong with its performance. It was launched first on a F40 motor for his
MPR accreditation flight (congratulations, Matthew), and then twice
more on F42-6T motors, all great flights to altitudes around 1500 feet.
This demonstrates that when we have good conditions like today, flights
to altitudes above 1000 feet are no problem. Technically we are actually
able to launch up to 4000 feet, but that would be inadvisable
The most “interesting” flight of the day probably went to Amber (David
B’s daughter) with her “Flash” rocket, which performed some skywriting antics despite having been launched twice before with no
problem. Her attitude is that of a true rocketeer – “cool, I can build a
new rocket”.

Competition Results
Quite a few rockets failed to fully deploy their chutes, possibly due to
cramming overly large chutes into the airframes, resulting in short flight
durations.
However, the biggest hurdle was in trying to achieve the target altitude
of 400 feet.
In the end, the winner was George, with an altitude of 403 feet and a
flight duration of 33.1 seconds. George claimed the prize of the Fisher
Space Pen.
Second place went to David H, altitude 389 feet and 30.8 seconds flight
time, winning himself a keychain camera
Kevin was a close third, at 388 feet and a duration of 27.3 seconds.
Congratulations to all.

Next Competition Day
The next competition, to be held on Saturday 29th November, is the eggloft duration competition. The winner will be the rocket with the longest
flight duration, adjusted by a factor according to the size of the motor. A
cracked or broken egg results in disqualification. The 2 prizes up for
grabs are a Space Shuttle Mission Commemorative Patch Set from the
Kennedy Space Center and a Yato Diamond Riffler File Set.
Better get cracking (not literally) on making those rockets!

Reminder – membership fees
This is a reminder that only financial members are permitted to launch.
Members due to renew between now and next June will pay an adjusted
amount to cover them to 30th June 2015.

Open Day at Siding Spring Observatory
Saturday 4th October
Our display at Siding Spring Observatory was
quite busy at times.
Thanks to the involvement by George, Chris V,
Tim, Andrew and David C, we got the chance
to look around the facility rather than needing
to man the stand the entire time.
It was fascinating to be able to see areas not
usually open to the public.

October Long Weekend
Launches at Mullaley 5th & 6th October
Number of launches: 34
Thanks to some fantastic customer service from the CASA Brisbane office, we were able to hold our first
club launch at Mullaley on the October long weekend, which was attended by 9 club members, several with
their families. The main launch day on Sunday saw 30 rockets being launched.
The first flight of the day was Jonathan’s “Super Hornet” on a G77. It looks like
this was a bit too much power for this model as it had a spectacular shred, losing
all 3 fins under thrust. Chris V’s “Arrow-3”, a 3-stage rocket, had a perfect flight,
and, amazingly, all 3 stages were recovered.
George ramped up the pressure to 200psi for his “Axion” water rockets, which
flew impeccably as usual.
There were 5 high power rockets launched – David H’s “Arcas” and “Zephyr”,
David C’s “Gambit” and “Bunyip” (this rocket has been ready to launch since
May 2011, and finally got its opportunity), and Andrew’s “R6 Blackbird” for his
L1 certification – a nice flight, but both drogue and main chutes deployed
simultaneously, meaning he’ll have to try again next time.
David C’s “Bunyip” on a H123

Everyone was eagerly awaiting the launch of Norman’s hybrid, but it just wasn’t
happening. It was subsequently found that there was a nick in one of the o-rings.

Monday morning saw George, Norman and David C back at the site, with George eventually managing to
launch his “Waterless” (LOC Precision “Weasel”) on a G80-10, to 3320 feet. David C’s “Jabiru” on a F24
had a problem with chute deployment for a tumble recovery. After the issues encountered by Norman on
Sunday, he was short on nitrous oxide, but managed to at least get his rocket off the pad (just!)
All in all, a great weekend at an awesome site. Planning is underway for launches in 2015

Launch Day 12th October
Number of launches: 16
Another day of near-perfect conditions, yet we only had 4 members taking
advantage of this – George, Spencer, Matthew and David C.
George’s “Axion II” had 5 flawless flights.
Spencer’s “Interceptor G” had a perfect flight on a F50, which encouraged
him to fly his “BBX” on a G78 Mojave green motor. This is the largest pyro
rocket launched at Whalan to date. It also had a perfect flight and recovery,
landing just near the car-park
Matthew successfully launched his “Flying Sandpaper” rocket 5 times to
altitudes of around 1500 feet on a range of “F” motors – F52 Blue Thunder,
F23 Black Max, and F20 White Lightning
Spencer setting up his “BBX”

Launch Day 25th October
Number of launches: 17
Today was warm with a very light breeze, making for easy recovery of all
rockets (except one – unlucky, David).
The conditions allowed for the launching of a lot of mid-power launches to
decent altitudes – in fact, most of the rockets launched today (13 of the 17)
were mid power.
David H’s “Explorer” on an E75 really left the pad in a hurry, and his
“Danger Saucer” on a G64 was again a crowd-pleaser.
Spencer also used a G64 in his “ICE 9”, for a perfect flight. The first flight
of his “STM012” on a D12 was flawless, encouraging him to then launch it
on an E20, for another good flight. He also used an E20 in his “Arreaux” for
a nice flight.
Matthew flew his “Flying Sandpaper” on F32, F52 and F27 motors.
Norman had a successful flight of his “Crayon”. That should give him
confidence for his next attempted hybrid launch – good luck, mate.
David H’s “Type 31” on a F15

Upcoming Events
All launches are at Whalan Reserve unless otherwise noted
November
9
Launch Day
29
Launch Day. Egg-loft duration competition
December
14
Launch Day. Last launch in 2014
25
Christmas Day. Hopefully there’ll be plenty of rocketry-related gifts under the Christmas tree!
January
1
Happy New Year!
31
Launch Day. First launch in 2015. Note: No Sunday launch in January

